
The most sophisticated AI 
engine in student safety

Safety that goes beyond filtering



Roger, IT Technical Director
Wheatley Park School, Holton, Oxford

IT Manager
Right for Success Trust

“Securly has simplified my role completely – I can log into the management 
console from anywhere and from there I can look up a report, find 
information on any user, or modify access requests. It’s effortless compared 
to other solutions.”

“We were contacted from Securly advising that disturbing keywords had 
been identified, within seconds of receiving this we were able to identify the 
individual and communicate to one of the school’s Designated Safeguarding 
Leads that the individual in question was searching for ‘best way to end my 
life’ and ‘how to end my life’. The speed in which Securly made us aware of 
this meant that not only were we able to catch this quickly, but, it also meant 
that the Designated Safeguarding Lead was able to locate the individual in 
question.”
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Thousands of students are safer today as a 
result of using Securly

Empowers safeguarding teams to keep students safe 
both on and offline

Gives teachers and parents visibility and control of 
online activity to improve engagement and well-being

Helps schools stay compliant with safety legislation

Keeping students safe online is no longer as straightforward as it used to be. As technology gets 
more sophisticated, so do the ways in which it can cause harm to young people. 

This means that web filtering products that can block certain sites are no longer adequate.

You need a proactive safeguarding solution to protect students 24/7 that addresses the broader 
scope of threats such as bullying, self-harm, grief, indicators of suicide and school violence. But 
you also need something that’s quick to deploy, scalable, easy to use, and works on all devices. 

That’s where Securly comes in.

Securly is the industry’s first pure cloud web-based filtering solution

Securly is revolutionising school and student safety with an easy-to-use and quick-to-deploy cloud-
based solution developed specifically for schools. 

360 CloudTM is an end-to-end student safety and device management solution that:

Making online experiences 
safer for students and easier 
for you to manage
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360 Cloud://Safeguarding
Encompassing student safeguarding with 
24/7 analysis of any dangerous activity

Filter - cloud-based web filter for all devices 
Securly is a new generation, cloud-based online safety tool, which means there’s no need to buy 
hardware - everything is implemented and operated digitally. Check the real-time activity feed, 
download or email reports, and receive notifications for flagged content. Your IT team are able to 
reduce deployment time and stay up-to-date with software bugs and updates.

Auditor - real-time scanning of Email, Docs, and Drive
Securly utilises AI and sentiment analysis to monitor student social media, email, and cloud 
documents for activity that effects life offline, such as bullying, self-harm, and suicide. By analysing 
search engine queries and posts made on social media websites, Sentiment Analysis can detect 
the emotional sentiment behind the words being used, while applying contextual Intelligence to 
differentiate between benign and potentially dangerous language. 

Once activity has been flagged, you can use delegated reporting and alerts to notify administrators 
within seconds when a student is at risk. 

Tipline - Tip assessments to stay ahead of threats
With an average response time of three minutes, our alerts have included suicidal behaviour, 
imminent suicide threats, and calls for wellness checks. Securly’s Tipline service also provides 
students the ability to anonymously report being bullied, as well as report anything they believe 
may be a threat or safety risk.

Trained in-house specialists, 24/7 monitoring
You’ll be supported by a team of analysts with expertise in criminology, sociology and psychology 
who work 24/7 to review social media posts, websites visited, flagged emails, and Tipline data. 
They’ll identify potential threats among your student population and alert your staff or local 
authorities to students who may be of risk to themselves, or somebody else.

Keep your students safe on all devices with Securly’s signature 
cloud-based web filter and AI-based scanning of Email, Docs, 
and Drive. Get full visibility into your students’ online activity and 
receive notifications for flagged content and nudity with the most 
sophisticated AI engine in student safety. 
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Seamless authentication
SchoolMDM allows teachers and administrators to share the management of Apple devices 
including iPads, Macbooks, and Apple TVs. That means there’s one view for multiple devices, 
making it easy for IT managers to administrate, and giving teachers online visibility of the entire 
classroom. 

Automatic syncing 
ChromeTools works together with Google Admin Console to give teachers control of Chromebooks 
in the classroom. This enables teachers to quickly take charge, view student screens and tabs, 
open sites, and keep students focused and on task.

Tailored reporting
Rather than searching through reams of information that isn’t relevant in order to find the details 
you need, you can set up the information you’d like to receive. Flag students you’d like to be 
monitored or apply more detailed alerts to certain students.

Manage online classrooms and devices with one end-to-end solution 
built specifically for schools. Keep students on task and maximize 
every educational moment spent on school devices.

360 Cloud://Management
Unparalleled classroom and 
device management tools
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360 Cloud://Communnity

Delivering student safety 
that goes beyond filtering

School, parent and community partnership

Parental controls for school-issued devices
With Securly, you can empower parents to take an active role in their children’s online safety by 
offering them a fully integrated companion application that gives them visibility into their child’s 
online activity on a school device. Parents can view their child’s online activity, ‘pause’ the internet 
and set their own filtering rules.

For the IT team
The IT team maintains control of the technical configuration of the system, and delegates access to 
reporting and alerting to the right member of staff at the right time.

Cloud deployment provides scalability from the smallest school to the largest MAT. No matter 
how much bandwidth you deploy, how much SSL traffic you generate, or how many users and 
devices you have, we scale the platform to perform. You can say goodbye to appliances and load 
balancers, as well as annual bandwidth upgrades.

For Senior Leadership, Designated Safety (DSL) and Teaching Staff
DSLs and teaching staff have access to a simple reporting engine and receive alerts, relevant to 
the students that they are responsible for. So alerts go to staff members closest to the student in 
crisis. Smart notifications and granular reporting help staff determine which alerts need immediate 
attention.

For parents
Securly allows you to extend monitoring to parents when children take their school device home. 
Parents can view their child’s online activity, ‘pause’ the internet and set their own filtering rules.

Wave goodbye to the stress that comes with sending school devices 
home, protecting personal devices, and screening on-campus visitors. 
From school to home, Securly has you and your students covered.
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Our mission:
To protect children in 
any way we can

Why we’re different

Securly introduced the first cloud web filtering solution because we know 
that digital safety is much more than filtering. It’s about protecting young 
people at every touch point.
 
We pioneered the use of artificial intelligence to deliver safeguarding 
solutions which monitor student social media, email and documents.

We supplement artificial intelligence with our human safeguarding team, 
there to help schools identify risk 24/7.

Through our acquisition of TechPilot Labs Securly has also become a 
leader in Mobile Device Management and Classroom Management tools.

Securly was founded in 2013 with a single intention: to keep students safe online. 
Securly develops solutions that keep young people safe and engaged online, at 
school, and at home.

From tools that help adults create a child-friendlier Internet to an AI that 
recognises signs of bullying and even intuits risks of self-harm, Securly breaks 
new ground and innovates to meet modern problems head-on. For every child 
we empower to stand strong, for each kid that chooses hope over hopelessness, 
Securly is motivated to continue forging ahead.

Safety that goes beyond filtering

Sign up for a free, no-obligation trial today at
securly.com/free-trial
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